BY SIGNING YOUR NAME BELOW, YOU ARE AGREEING TO THE FOLLOWING:

**Eligibility Requirements:** To be eligible for the Homebound Service program, patrons must:
- Be confined to their home due to prolonged illness, extended convalescences, or mobility issues that make it very difficult to leave the home.
- Have a temporary or permanent physical or mental disability that prevents or makes it extremely difficult for them to come into the library.
- Have a valid Latah County Library District library card in good standing.

Deliveries will be made the first Friday of every month between the hours of 9:00am - 1:00pm. In the event that the library employee is unable to make a delivery, you will be contacted about an alternate delivery schedule.

Patrons must be available to accept deliveries on the scheduled day. Library employees will be delivering materials to front doors, but will not be entering private residences. Patrons must be dressed in appropriate attire and all pets must be restrained.

Items can be ordered by: filling out the request form on the inside of this brochure, writing a note on the paper provided and sending it back with your returned items, or calling the library.

Patrons may check out a maximum of 10 items at one time.

The lending period for all items will be one month. Movies and items marked "New" are not eligible to be renewed. Other items may potentially be renewed once by phone before the due date if other patrons are not waiting for them.

While we will do our best to send materials matching your preferences, you may find an item objectionable. If so, please set it aside and we will pick it up the next time we make a delivery.

Patrons are responsible for all lost and damaged item fees.

__________________________
Signature

__________________________
Date

May 2023
FILL OUT THIS FORM TO GET STARTED

Full name: ____________________________
Library Card #: _________________________
*If you need a library card, call us to set one up
Address: ______________________________
Phone Number: _________________________
Email: ________________________________

How many items I’d like per month of each kind (maximum of 10 total items):
___Books ___ Magazines ___ Audiobooks
___DVDs ___ BluRays ___ Music CDs
___Jigsaw Puzzle (only 1/mo) ___ Playaways

Preferred Reading Formats (Check all that apply):
___Regular Print ___Large Print
___Hardback ___Paperback
___Young Adult Fiction ___Children's Books

My favorite authors: ____________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________

What genres do you like to read?

Fiction
___Action
___Adventure & Survival
___Spies & Undercover
___War - era: ________________
___Bestsellers
___Christian Fiction
___Amish
___Historical
___Romance
___Classics
___Fantasy
___General
___Historical
___Humor
___Mystery
___Romance
___Fantasy & Supernatural
___General
___Historical
___Science Fiction
___Western
___Surprise me!

Nonfiction
___Adventure and Survival
___Astronomy and Space
___Bestsellers
___Biography and Memoirs
___Cookbooks - food type:
___Craft and Hobby - type:
___Current Issues & Politics
___Gardening
___Health & Medical - subject:
___History - era:
___Humor
___Local Authors
___Military and War - era:
___Northwest & Idaho
___Native American
___Nature
___Pets and Animals
___Poetry
___Religion
___Bible
___Guidance & Study
___Specific Faith: ________________
___Science
___Self-Help and Psychology
___Specific Subjects:
___Sports - type:
___Transportation
___Automotive
___Aviation
___Maritime
___Railroad
___True Crime
___Surprise me!

Other subjects, authors, or series I would enjoy:
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________

(Number of items: Maximum of 10 total items)

{Finish on the other side}